TEMARIO INGLÉS
SEXTO DE PRIMARIA

PRIMER BIMESTRE

Unit 1
* Things to be Remembered
* Introduction: Skill Reminders
* Grammar Review: Verb to be
* Present Tense
* Past Tense
* List of Irregular Verbs
* Verb Tenses
* Affixes: Prefixes and Suffixes
* Prefixes Exercises
* Vocabulary in Context
* Vocabulary 1
* Fill in Exercise
* Short Story + Exercises
* Checking Understanding
* Story: “The Audition”
* Vocabulary in Context
* Questionnaire
* Sequence Chart
* Story Map
* Crossword
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Unit 2
* Vocabulary 2
* Short Story + Questions
* Checking Understanding
* Story: “My Imaginary World”
* Vocabulary in Context
* Questionnaire
* Narrative Elements
* Cause and Effect
* Fact and Opinion
* Crossword
Unit 3
* Vocabulary 3
* Fill in Exercises
* Time to Think
* Answer the Questions
* Story: “Pete’s Great Invention”
* Vocabulary in Context
* Questionnaire
* Sequence chart
* Predict Outcomes
* Main Idea
* Summarize and Paraphrase
* Author’s Purpose and Perspective
* My Invention
* Graphic Sources
* Crossword
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Unit 4
* Vocabulary 4
* Fill in exercise
* Finding definitions
* Checking understanding
* Short Story + exercises
* Story: “Frontier Children”
* Something about plains
* Vocabulary in context
* Questionnaire
* How to summarize in one sentence
* Draw Conclusions/Make Generalizations
* Main Idea and Supporting Details
* Planning a paragraph
* Crossword
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